A visionary leader

- Lives in the light meaning positive energy
- Lives for his political goals rather than power and enrichment
- Listens and is listened to
- Has people of high human standards around him
- Can change over time when looking at leadership world-wide

Visionary leadership

- **Fill the void**: Understanding the loneliness of the human being and the urge to replace it with something – thus the vision of the leader might become the basis for the vision of many
- **Fill the space**: Understanding that more and more people are living in cities – until 2030 around 75% of the world population – thus making cities livable again and caring for periphery as well – no center without it
- **Fill the gap**: Understanding and acting upon the difference between the haves and the have-nots at all levels of (national and global) society – bringing about change using small as well as larger initiatives and platforms
- **Fill the past**: Stand by your history – learn from it – take the right lessons and integrate it as part of your own fate
- **Fill the future**: Look at the needs of the many to reach the genius of the few – look for new materials, production lines, supply chains and information as well as communication tools – to reach a growing world population but also to render it more responsible and responsive